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Thursday, September 7, 2023

2023 Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs  
and Après-Bal

PARTNERSHIP PLAN
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An event that has a huge impact
The Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs is an annual philanthropic event that aims  
to raise awareness about cardiovascular diseases and the key role played  
by the Montreal Heart Institute (MHI), both here and abroad, in the fields  
of research, care, prevention, and teaching.
Since 2001, the Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs has raised more than $33 million.

After 22 years, the Grand Bal  
des Vins-Cœurs is evolving
In line with the Foundation’s desire to mobilize our extensive community  
of philanthropists, the Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs is changing in 2023.  
This initiative will allow us to offer a more inclusive event for a younger  
generation and thereby reach even more people to raise awareness about  
the factors of risk associated with heart disease.
After the Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs cocktail and banquet, more than  
300 young professionals will join the festivities for the Après-Bal organized 
by Les Ambitieux, the Foundation’s Emerging Leaders committee. This 
committee of young professionals actively recruits participants, sponsors, 
and donors for the Après-Bal and at the same time supports solicitation 
efforts for the Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs.

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal

Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs Après-Bal Guests from both events 
come together

Starting at 5:30 p.m.: 
Cocktail followed by a 
5-course gourmet banquet

Starting at 8:30 p.m.: 
Cocktail followed by  
a festive party with DJ  
and tasting stations

Starting at 10:15 p.m.:  
Guests of the Grand Bal 
and Après-Bal pursue 
the celebrations in a lively 
atmosphere

2023 Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal  
Thursday, September 7, 2023 – New City Gas
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An immersive, behind-the-scenes 
look at the Montreal Heart Institute
This year, guests attending the Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs 
and Après-Bal will be able to enjoy an immersive look  
at the Montreal Heart Institute’s mission. Throughout 
the evening, they will get to see what happens behind 
the scenes at the Institute and discover how the lives  
of thousands of patients are impacted every day.  
In other words, this major philanthropic event will provide 
guests with VIP access to our pioneering Institute.

Institute professionals seated at your table 
Some of the Montreal Heart Institute’s most distin-
guished professionals will be seated among the 
guests – making the event even more unique and 
exclusive. This is a wonderful opportunity to build 
ties and mingle with the experts who contribute  
to the fight against cardiovascular disease!

Two places  
will be added  
to each table.  
These will be 

reserved for MHI 
professionals.

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal



New City Gas
The Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal will take place in one  
of Montreal’s most historic venues: New City Gas. Located in the heart  
of Griffintown, New City Gas has become an icon of the city’s events  
scene and offers a plethora of visibility opportunities to sponsors. 

The Grand Bal will take place in the main space on the second floor  
while the Après-Bal will happen on the ground floor. Following the banquet, 
Grand Bal guests will be able to pursue the festivities at the Après-Bal.

42023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal
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Target audiences
Partnering with the Montreal Heart Institute Foundation for its flagship  
event will allow your brand to reach dedicated leaders from Montreal’s  
business community.

Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs
• Large companies in Montreal
• Senior executives
• Average age – 40 to 70
• 650 guests

The Après-Bal
• Young, dedicated professionals
• Average age – 25 to 45
• 300 participants

Partnership plan
As a partner, you will have the choice of associating  
your brand with either the Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs  
or the Après-Bal. Packages are also available for  
visibility on both floors.

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal
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GRAND BAL DES VINS-CŒURS

Single ticket $1,800 

Table for 10 guests $15,000

Big Heart Partner (visibility at the GBVC + 1 table) $25,000 (details p. 7)

Platinum Partner (major visibility at the GBVC and 2 tables) $50,000  (details p. 9)

Packages and partnerships – List of prices

APRÈS-BAL

Single ticket $275 ($225 during the pre-sale period until May 1st, 2023)

10 tickets $2,500 ($2,250 during the pre-sale period until May 1st, 2023)

Solidarity Partner (targeted visibility at the Après-Bal + 4 tickets for the Après-Bal) $5,000 (details p. 8)

Dedicated Partner (targeted visibility at the Après-Bal + 10 tickets for the Après-Bal) $10,000  (details p. 8)

COMBOS – GRAND BAL DES VINS-CŒURS AND APRÈS-BAL

Table for 10 guests at the GBVC + 10 tickets for the Après-Bal $17,000 (details p. 9)

Benefactor Partner
(Big Heart Partner at the GBVC and Solidarity Partner at the Après-Bal) $30,000 (details p. 9)

Principal Partner  
(major visibility during the 2 events + 2 tables at the GBVC + 10 tickets for the Après-Bal) $75,000 (details p. 9)

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal
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What you will receive when sponsoring the Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs 
Platinum Partner  
– $50,000
Before the event
•  The partnership is mentioned in all communications

related to the event
•  A post on social media is dedicated to announcing

your partnership
•  Your logo appears:

-  in the email sent to guests of the Grand Bal
a few days before the event

-  in the social media post acknowledging
all partners

-  on the Foundation’s webpage dedicated
to the event

During the event 
•  Two tables for 10 guests located in a prime

location in the venue
•  Your partnership or logo is associated with the

gift given to guests when leaving the Grand Bal
•  A message from your company’s representative

appears in the event booklet
•  A representative of your company attends

the symbolic cheque presentation ceremony
•  The MC mentions the partnership
•  Your logo appears:

-  on the photos printed from the Grand Bal
photobooth

-  on signs thanking partners
-  on screens during the event
-  in the event booklet

After the event
•  A representative of your company will

appear on the official photo sent to media
outlets revealing the amount raised

Your partnership:
-  is acknowledged in a press release
-  in the official social media post revealing

the amount raised
-  is included as a mention in the annual report
-  is mentioned in the newsletter following

the event
•  Your logo appears in the follow-up email thanking

guests with the post-event survey

Big Heart Partner 
– $25,000
Before the event
•  Your logo appears:

-  in the email sent to guests of the Grand Bal
a few days before the event

-  in the social media post acknowledging
all partners

-  on the Foundation’s webpage dedicated
to the event

During the event 
•  One table for 10 guests located in a prime

location in the venue
•  Your logo appears:

-  on signs thanking partners
-  on screens during the event
-  in the event booklet

After the event
•  Your logo appears in the follow-up email

thanking guests with the post-event survey
•  Your partnership is included as a mention

in the annual report

Tables and tickets 

Table pour 10 guests* 
– $15,000
*A table can seat up to 12 guests. The two additional seats will be 
reserved for MHI professionals who will join your guests. This is 
a wonderful opportunity to build ties with experts who contribute 
to the fight against cardiovascular disease!

Single ticket 
– $1,800

  Ticket for a member 
of the MHI’s team  
– $1,500

Purchase a ticket for an employee  
of the MHI as a way to thank them  
or acknowledge their hard work.  
You can name the person you want 
to buy a ticket for or let us choose  
a deserving member of our staff.

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal
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What you will receive when sponsoring the Après-Bal
Dedicated Partnership 
–  $10,000
Before the event
•  A post on social media is dedicated to announcing

your partnership
•  Your logo appears:

-  in the email sent to guests of the Grand Bal
a few days before the event

-  in the social media post acknowledging
all partners

-  on the Foundation’s webpage dedicated
to the event

During the event 
•  10 tickets for the Après-Bal
•  Sponsorship of a zone or section in the

Après-Bal (options to be discussed: cocktail,
auction, washrooms, fun zones, lounge, etc.)

•  A representative of your company attends
the symbolic cheque presentation ceremony

•  The Après-Bal MC mentions the partnership
•  Possibility of providing a promotional gift to

guests (options to be discussed)
•  Your logo appears:

-  on the photos printed from the Grand Bal
photobooth

-  on signs thanking partners
-  on screens during the event
-  in the event booklet

After the event
•  A representative of your company will

appear on the official photo sent to media
outlets revealing the amount raised

•  Your partnership:
- is acknowledged in a press release
-  in the official social media post revealing

the amount raised
-  is mentioned in the newsletter following

the event
•  Your logo appears in the follow-up email thanking

guests with the post-event survey

Solidarity Partnership 
– $ 5,000
Before the event
•  Your logo appears:

-  in the email sent to guests of the Grand Bal
a few days before the event

-  in the social media post acknowledging
all partners

-  on the Foundation’s webpage dedicated
to the event

During the event 
•  Four tickets for the Après-Bal
•  Your logo appears:

-  on signs thanking partners
-  on screens during the event
-  in the event booklet

After the event
•  Your logo appears in the follow-up email

thanking guests with the Après-Bal’s
post-event survey

•  Your partnership is included as a mention
in the annual report

Tickets 

10 tickets 
–  $2,250 during the pre-sale period 

(before May 1st, 2023)

–  $2,500 regular price
(starting on May 1st, 2023) 

Single ticket 
–  $225 during the pre-sale period 

(before May 1st, 2023)

–  $275 regular price
(starting on May 1st, 2023) 

  Ticket for a member 
of the MHI’s team  
– $225

Purchase a ticket for an employee  
of the MHI as a way to thank them  
or acknowledge their hard work.  
You can name the person you want 
to buy a ticket for or let us choose  
a deserving member of our staff.

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal
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What you will receive when sponsoring both  
the Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and the Après-Bal
Principal Partner 
– $75,000
Before the event
•  The partnership is mentioned in all communications

related to the event
•  A post on social media is dedicated to announcing

your partnership
•  Your logo appears:

-  in the email sent to guests of the Grand Bal
a few days before the event

-  in the social media post acknowledging
all partners

-  on the Foundation’s webpage dedicated
to the event

During the event 
•  Two tables for 10 guests located in a prime location

in the Grand Bal venue
•  10 tickets for the Après-Bal
•  Your partnership or logo is associated with

the gift given to guests upon leaving the Grand Bal
•  A message from your company’s representative

appears in the event booklet
•  A representative of your company attends the

symbolic cheque presentation ceremonies for
the Grand Bal and Après-Bal

•  The MC at both events mentions the partnership

•  Sponsorship of a zone or section in the
Après-Bal (options to be discussed: cocktail,
auction, washrooms, fun zones, lounge, etc.)

•  Possibility of providing a promotional gift
to guests (options to be discussed)

•  Your logo appears:
-  on the photos printed from the Grand Bal

photobooth
-  on signs thanking partners
-  on screens during the event
-  in the event booklet

After the event
•  A representative of your company will

appear on the official photo sent to media
outlets revealing the amount raised

•  Your partnership:
- is acknowledged in a press release
-  in the official social media post revealing

the amount raised
- is included as a mention in the annual report
-  is mentioned in the newsletter following

the event
•  Your logo appears in the follow-up email thanking

guests with the post-event survey

Benefactor Partner 
– $30,000
Before the event
•  Your logo appears:

-  in the email sent to guests of the Grand Bal
a few days before the event

-  in the social media post acknowledging
all partners

-  on the Foundation’s webpage dedicated
to the event

During the event 
•  One table for 10 guests located in a prime

location in the Grand Bal venue
• Four tickets for the Après-Bal
•  Your logo appears:

-  on signs thanking partners
-  on screens during the event
-  in the event booklet

After the event
•  Your logo appears in the follow-up email

thanking guests in the  post-event survey
•  The annual report includes a mention

of the partnership

Combo 

Combo attendance 
– $17,000
Table for 10 guests at the Grand Bal
des Vins-Cœurs* and 10 tickets for
the Après-Bal.
*A table can seat up to 12 guests. The two additional seats will be 
reserved for the MHI professionals who will join your guests. This 
is a wonderful opportunity to build ties with these experts who 
contribute to the fight against cardiovascular disease!

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal
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A summary of what you will receive as a partner of one or both events
GRAND BAL DES VINS-CŒURS APRÈS-BAL GRAND BAL DES VINS-CŒURS  

AND APRÈS-BAL COMBO

Single ticket $1,800
Table for 10 $15,000

Single ticket $275
10 tickets $2,500

Package including a table  
for 10 guests at the Grand Bal and  

10 tickets for the Après-Bal $17,000

Partnerships Platinum Big Heart Dedicated Solidarity Principal Benefactor

Price $50,000 $25,000 $10,000 $5,000 $75,000 $30,000

Number of ticket/table included 2 tables for 10 1 table for 10 10 4

2 tables for 10 guests 
at the Grand Bal  
and 10 tickets for  

the Après-Bal

1 table for 10 guests  
at the Grand Bal  
and 4 tickets for  

the Après-Bal

BEFORE THE EVENT

The partnership is mentioned in all communications related to the event X X

A post on social media is dedicated to announcing your partnership X X X

Your logo appears in the email sent to guests a few days before  
the event (separate emails for the Grand Bal and Après-Bal) X X X X X X

Your logo appears in the social media post acknowledging all partners X X X X X X

Your logo appears on the Foundation’s webpage dedicated to the event X X X X X X

The name of your company is listed in the “Donors and Partners” section 
of the Foundation’s website X X X X X X

→

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal
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GRAND BAL DES VINS-CŒURS APRÈS-BAL GRAND BAL DES VINS-CŒURS  
AND APRÈS-BAL COMBO

Single ticket $1,800
Table for 10 $15,000

Single ticket $275
10 tickets $2,500

Package including a table  
for 10 guests at the Grand Bal and  

10 tickets for the Après-Bal $17,000

Partnerships Platinum Big Heart Dedicated Solidarity Principal Benefactor

Price $50,000 $25,000 $10,000 $5,000 $75,000 $30,000

Number of ticket/table included 2 tables for 10 1 table for 10 10 4

2 tables for 10 guests 
at the Grand Bal  
and 10 tickets for  

the Après-Bal

1 table for 10 guests  
at the Grand Bal  
and 4 tickets for  

the Après-Bal

DURING THE EVENT

Visibility as a presenter of the event in the exhibition zone, including your 
company prominently appearing on one of the screens X

Your partnership or logo are associated with the gift given to guests  
of the Grand Bal X X

A message from your company in the event booklet X X

Sponsorship of a zone or section in the Après-Bal (options to be discussed) X X

Your logo appears on the photos printed from the Grand Bal  
and Après-Bal’s respective photo booths X X X

Possibility of providing a promotional gift to guests (options to be discussed) X X

Attendance at the symbolic cheque presentation ceremony X X X

Partnership is mentioned by the MC X X X

Your logo appears on signs thanking partners in the welcome area X X X X X X

Your logo appears on screens during the event X X X X X

Your logo appears in the event booklet X X X X X X

→

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal

A summary of what you will receive as a partner of one or both events 
(continued)
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GRAND BAL DES VINS-CŒURS APRÈS-BAL GRAND BAL DES VINS-CŒURS  
AND APRÈS-BAL COMBO

Single ticket $1,800
Table for 10 $15,000

Single ticket $275
10 tickets $2,500

Package including a table  
for 10 guests at the Grand Bal and  

10 tickets for the Après-Bal $17,000

Partnerships Platinum Big Heart Dedicated Solidarity Principal Benefactor

Price $50,000 $25,000 $10,000 $5,000 $75,000 $30,000

Number of ticket/table included 2 tables for 10 1 table for 10 10 4

2 tables for 10 guests 
at the Grand Bal  
and 10 tickets for  

the Après-Bal

1 table for 10 guests  
at the Grand Bal  
and 4 tickets for  

the Après-Bal

AFTER THE EVENT

A representative of your company will appear on the official photo sent  
to media outlets revealing the amount raised X X

Your partnership is acknowledged in a press release X X

Your partnership mentioned in the official social media post revealing  
the amount raised X X X

Your logo appears in the follow-up email thanking guests and the  
post-event survey (separate emails for the Grand Bal and Après-Bal) X X X X X X

Your partnership is mentionned in the annual report X X X X X X

2023 –––  Grand Bal des Vins-Cœurs and Après-Bal

A summary of what you will receive as a partner of one or both events.
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Let’s keep  
the conversation  
going 
Isabelle Rousseau 
Advisory Director, Events 
514 376-3330, ext. 2217 
isabelle.rousseau@icm-mhi.org

Montreal Heart Institute Foundation  
BN: 10183 7896 RR0001
mhifoundation.org


